
Give me a break 
Neil Ham considers the decision in Avocet and its broader 
consequences for landlords and tenants 

'If equality and fairness 
prevail, break conditions 
will either be absent or, 
more commonly, provide 
that at the break date the 
basic annual rent wiil be up 
to date and th.e premises 
vacant: 
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T he exercise of a break right 
by a tenant results in the 
premahxe termination of what 

is often a long-term contract with ifs 
landlord. In aweakproperty market, 
thii can s a w t i m a  mean the loss of 
several years' rent and a liability for 
bmhess rates, as wen as a soniee 
chafge void until the landlord Sinds 
a new tenant. 

Need for certafnty 
The tenant quires  finality bwuse it 
will be watiq the premises and might 
intend to c m q  .but terminal repaim 
and reinstate any altm'ations @ossibly 
also to ensure that vacant possession 
is delivered up pmperly ifthebreak 
claw demands it). Itmi&talso have 
oammitted &elf to new premises. 
Tfie tenant watld thedore not wish 
to find itsdf 'between two &S', to 
sap notbing of the costs to which both 
p t i e s  could be exposedif a disputed 
break notice result8 in litigation. 

T4 consider a break right as a 
privile~, as is common, ignoces that 
the tenantwill have already paid for it 
in the fmm of a higher rent than would 
otherwise have been agreed, or perhaps 
it is obliged to pay a break premium. 
One thing that is fLM main  is that 
break clauses ate not free. 

Uncqnditional breaks 
As supgested by The Code for Leasing 
Business Premises in England and 
Wales (Lease l*, break clauses 
and renewals), thetenant stmuld 
not have to cl&%' any o w o u 8  
hurdles when it exercises its break. 
This is wmetbing fbr negotiation at 
the outset. The end product will 
represent the equalitp or otherwise, 
of bargaining power. 

If quality and fairness pm& 
break canditions will either be absent 

or, more commonly pravide that 
at the break date fhe basicmud 
rentwiubeuptodateand the 
premises w t .  Thelandlord has 
plenty of other remedies in respect 
of tenant default, such as disframing 
for any =ream reamerable as 'rent', 
legal proceedings for debt ox dam"ge8 
or, more mely. statutory demand or 
even forfeiture. Repairs can sometimes 
be deatt with under landlord stepin 
rights (as per f~gmis B H& [1896B 
and the cost incurred recovered as 
a debt, free of any capunder s18(1) 
of the L m h d  a d  Tenant Act 
1'327, which would otherwise iimit 
damages to the diminution in value 
(it any) of the landlords rwersionary 
interest. 

Qnce a break right hw been validly 
exercised, the tenninatiw date under 
the lease is simplyfore&ortened. 
Nothing else of sIgnBcanm o c m ,  
sa it is p t i o n e d  why the tenant 
should have @ comply with my 
onemus conditions to ensure that 
b lease ends afthat time. That is 
the §tan@ commonly Bken by 
tenants in lese negotiations. If 
sum- and the breaknotice is 
correctly drafted and served, there 
will be no issue as to the validity of 
taminatiion The paaie~ will no doubt 
find better Mngs to argue about 
mtitead,such as dilapidations, 

The beak Clause should alsd 
provide for fbncial apportiomenf 
cdeuhtlated duwn to the break date. Or, 
for the landlord to be obhged to make 
a proportionate refund to the tenant 
of overpaid amatnu shortly after 
lease termination. The landlord could 
otherwise be expected to challenge 
the k a k  &ice if ruIl payment had 
mt  been made in advanrr by the 
tenant, for example on the quarter 
day preceding the break date despite 
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the lease terminating part way 
through that quarter. 

Conditional breaks 
Cases that can cause practitioners 
concern are disputes about whether 
there has been strict compliance 
by the tenant with m y  contractual 
precondihonr; attached to a break 

by a cleared funds payment, such as 
an electronic funds transfer, or even by 
payment (including by cheque) having 
been made so that the money was in the 
landlord's account comfortably before 
the break date. 

The break option in the Avocet lease 
appeared at first slght to be easily 
capable of being exercised, but it was 

The break option in the Avocet lease appeared at  
first sight to be easily capable of  being exercised, but 
i t  was overlooked that default interest was due on 
some late payments. 

right. One recent case highlights this: 
Avocet I%d&rial Estates LLP u M m 1  
Ltd & mor [rnll]. 

Avocet decision 
The break clause in Awcet was subject 
to seven conditim. One aspect in 
issue was that the tenant's break notice 
would be invalidated if: 

... a t  the Break Date any payment under 
t h~s  lease due t o  have been paid on or 
before that date has not been paid. 

There was also a dispute about 
whether the condihon as to payment 
of a break premium ecpivalent to six 
months' rent had been satisfied by 
this having taken the form of a cheque 
tendered the day before the break date. 
The court decided that it had been, and 
also that any rejection should have been 
more or less immediate to be effective. 
ThLs could however have been avoided 

overlooked fhat default interest was due 
on some late payments. That interest 
liability accrued on a day-by-day basis 
and reached its maximum when the 
late principal payment was eventually 
made. There was no grace period, or 
indeed precondition to liability that the 
default interest had been demanded 
by the landlord. The clause was in 
the standard terms seen in many 
commercial leases. 

The trial judge, Morgan J, held that 
either party could have performed 
the requisite calculations. In essence 
therefore, this was the question to 
be asked: was any payment still due 
from the tenant as at the end of the 
break date? The m w e r  for even the 
most conscientious of tenants would 
usually be 'yes' because it is rare for 
every single amount due under a leaw 
to have beenpaid on or before its due 
date. There are usually instances where 
payments have been made at least a 

day 6r so late. For example, when a 
quarter day falls on a non-banking 
day, where the payment may leave the 
tenant's account the following working 
day. The mount of interest arrears in 
such cases could be far less even than 
the E130 or so involved in Aeocet, yet 
the consequences would be the same 
under such a lease, namely that the 
break notice would be invalidated 
by the tef~nYs failure to satisfy the 
contractual precondition. 

Estoppel 
If an unambiguous contractual 
condition is capable of being satisfied 
by compliance with the lease, the court 
does not have jurisdiction to interfere 
m p l y  because the consequences of 
failure of the breaknotice mght appear 
to be unfair. 

Estoppel however, is a potential 
saviour and the court in Avomt was 
extremely careful to look at the 
potenaal effect that doctrine might have 
had inits various forms, even beyond 
those argued at trial. The landlord had 
in the past paid interest to the tenant 
in respect of a rent deposit. The court 
decided that the effect of this was a 
representation made by the landlord 
to the tenant that it was not m breach 
of the lease, given that the rent deposit 
deed required this to be the case before 
the landlord b e m e  obliged to pay the 
money out. 

Howeuer, such an estoppel was not 
effective in respect of any potential 
future breaches by the tenant. The 
effeet of the rent deposit interest 
paymentwas therefore to 'draw a line' 
under the question of tenant default as 
at that time, for break purposes only, 
and the future was left at large. That 
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was in August 2009 at about the The High Court in Avdcet held This contrasts mth  the brief wording 
same hme as the tenant served its that if the landlord had known of analysed m Aoocet, which simply 
break nohce, expressed to expm on Merol's breach in respect of its default required the determination of whether 
the break date just over six months interest liability, it was obliged to let some (any) payment was due from the 
later, on 17 March 2010 it haw so that the situation could be tenant as at the break date. If it had 

The tenant then paid both the rectified before the end of the break wished, the h d l o r d  could have levied 
September and December 2009 date. However, as Mosgan J concluded distress for the interest 'renf debt or 
quarters' rent substantially late, despite despite his thorough search, this was sued for it and the tenant would have 
stating in previous correspondence not the case so the tenads estoppel had no defence. INote: the landlord 
that it would be complying with the argument failed. could in fad have pursued all the 
terms of thelease. The Iandlord made The tenant's breaknotice was default interest due in those particular 
no demand for the resulting default thereforr rendered invalid, even ways, which was closer to £2,000 over 
interest liability - it was not obliged 
to do so. 

The landlord also did not 
respond to correspondence from 

A close analysis o f  the lease break provisions and a 
th@ tenant expressing its view that careful 'auditrare required in this potentially litigious 
it was in cnmpliance with the lease, 
including a lengthy letter delivered on 

area. Any conditionality needs to be checked and full 
16 March 2010 (the day before the break compliance ensured. 
date). The tenanfs argument was that 
the landlord's silence constituted an 
acceptance of the tenant's position, 
relying on a species of estoppel though its default interest debt for the penod of the lease, none of which 
endorsed in the case of Badax Export the period after August 2009 was was SIX-year time-barred). 
SA o Darn& lampo7ua Naoieva SA (The only around E130. The word 'any' connotes no 
Lutetinn) [1982], relying on dlcta in min~mum monetary value, so can mean 
earlier authority. A just result? as little as one penny. Indeed, Morgan J 

The landlord, Avocet, had not Was this result fair? If clearly drafted, expressed the view inhis judgment of 
said or done anything to @ve the readily undmstood and commonly 19 December 2011 that: 
tenant, Merol, the impression between used contractual provisions need to be 
August 2009 and March 2010 that it uniformly applied by the courts, the ... the result in thls case is a harsh one 
had complied with the lease. Indeed, answer is 'yes'. The answer may be 'no' but, applying legal principle, it is one 
in March 2010 the landlord served a if in unjust situations one ought to be which I am obliged to reach. 
schedule of blapidations, which if reliwed by the courts of the adverse 
material within the mean% of the contrachdy agreed consequences If the wording in Avocet had resulted 
relevant condition, would of itself of default, or that the contract in a break right that was inoperable 
have invalidated the break notice. The should be judidally rewritten in such for all practical purposes (which was 
question of dilapidations remained drcumstances (even though tlus leads not the case), the court may have 
unresolved as at the break date hut to an interference with the freedom to considered trying to fkd  an implied 
wasnot subsequently pursued. contract). term to give it commercial efFect, or 

In The Lwtetim there was an alternatively interpreted the words 
ongoing commerual relationshp of Matters of interpretation used so as to reasonably result in a 
cham-party in respect of a vessel, The c o d s  are taking an increasingly v~orkable formula. It did not need to 
'Lutetian', be- its owner and the commercial approach to the do so, and the result in this case is not 
charterer. The charterer believed that construction of contracts. A case in dissimilar to the example cited by Lord 
its inaccurate representations to the point is Rainy Sky SA & ors n Kavkmm HoffmanninMnnnai Investmenf CO Lid 
owner (that it had made an due hire Brmk [2011], where the Supreme Court o E@gle Star Assuuza [l9971 that: 
paymmrts) were true and requested endorsed the view that: 
confirmation of this. The owner took .. if the clause had said that the 
advantage of the charterer's rmstake ... where a term of a contract is open not~ce had to be on blue paper, it 
by making itself unavailable and to more than one interpretatlot!, it would haw been no goad sewing a 
deliberately unpeded attempts to is generally appropriate to adopt the not~ce on pink paper, however clear 
clarify the situation. It then terminated ~nterpretation which 1s most consistent it might have been that the tenant 
the charter-party for non-payment wlth bustness common sense wanted to terminate the lease. 
of hire, However, the Commercld 
Court held that the owner was However, the wording under Such a trivial deficiency would 
estopped by its silence, operahng considerahon in that case, contamed in appear at least as unfair as a tenant 
as acquiescence, slnce it had an various complex contracb and bonds being m arrears of only a small amount 
obligation to correct the charterer and relating to the mterrelationship of default interest on the break date, 
because it was reasonable in those between them, was ambiguous and but there appears to be no room for 
circumstances to do so. its meaning uncertain. application of the de minimis principle 
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in s ~ ~ c l ~  cases (altho~ough the interest of 
around E130 involved in Avocct is not 
nominal). 

Lease audit 
A close analysis of the lease break 
provisio~~s and a careful 'audit' are 
therefore required in t h s  potentially 
litigious area. Any conditionality needs 
to be checked and full compliance 
ensured. If thereis any doubt at 
all, and an early surrender camlot 
be agreed with the landlord, or, for 
example, a financial settlement of any 
dilapidations, the tenant needs to be 
cautious. 

If the break option is conditional on 
there being no outstanding sums due 
iu~der  the lease, the safest cow-se for 
the tenant would be to pay the service 
charges under protest unless the issue 
could be resolved by agreement or the 
court before the break date or other 
relevant date for compliance (which 
will depend on the wording of the 
relevant lease provision). 

Rent review effects 
Even a break right that is practically 
inoperable does not always have 
entirely negative consequences for a 
tenant. For instance, in a 15-year lease 

I f  there is any doubt about the extent of any arrears, 
a precautionary payment to the landlord is advisable. 
A demand for any overpaid sums can then be made 
after the break date. 

All relevant documents should be 
reviewed, including any licences for 
alterations, licences to assign or deeds 
of variation, to see whether they affect 
the tenant's rights, obligations or the 
conditionality of the break clause. 
They might even vary the break date. 
Sometimes there are obligations in 

andlliuy documents, such as planning 
consent conditions, which need to be 
observed because of a generic standard 
lease term requiring such compliance. 

Precautionary overpayments 
If there is any doubt about the extent of 
any arrears, a precautionary payment 
to the landlord is advisable. A demand 
for any overpaid sums can then be 
made after the break date. Depending 
on the circumstances, this element 
might not be recoverable (see Marine 
Pnde SA U Pioizeer Freight Flitares Co Ltd 
BV7 i* nnor [20091). 

A p a r t i d a r  difficulty is senrice 
charges. The tenant might challenge 
them as being outside the terms 
of the lease, perhaps as voluntary 
improvements or otherwise not 
rechargeable because they were of no 
real benefit to the tenant; or the cost 
might have been unreasonably high 
and the landlord was cavalier in its 
approach to tendering, if it had done 
so at all, because it did not anticipate 
ultimately bearing any of the cost itself. 

with a tenant's break right at the tenth 
anniversary, the tenant could argue 
at the fifth-year rent review that the 
unexpired residue at that point is in fact 
a fixed ten-year term rather than one 
subject to a tenant's break option at year 
five, and it could therefore argue for the 
rent to be determined on that basis. 

Depending on the state of the 
market over the preceding period, and 
assuming a standard upwards-only 
rent review clause, this argument could 
work to the tenant's advantage. 

Other options 
The reasoning in Auocet relates to all 
options, where time is also impliedly of 
the essence, even if not express in the 
clause. It can equally relate to options 
to purchase or sell land, or even to 
renew a lease. 

If a tenant's purported exercise of a 
contractual renewal option in a lease 
contracted out of the protection of the 
Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 were 
to fail through lack of compliance 
with a precondition, any continued 
occupation of t11e premises would 
be as a trespassel- rather than as a 
legal or equitable tenant. In those 
circumstances, not only might the 
landlord have a claim for 'double 
value' (sl Landlord and Tenant Act 
1730), but there could be a damages 
liability if a prospective new letting 

or redevelopment was frustrated or 
delayed by the tenant remaining in sihl. 

Generally 
The Avocef decision (subject to the 
Court of Appeal's consideration in due 
course) highlights particular problems 
for tenants attempting to satisfy the 
stringent conditions found inmany 
commercial lease break clauses. Yet 
further examples will no doubt come 
before the jukciary over the next few 
years when, in the current economy, 
the consequences of tenants off-loading 
excess space, particularly if over-rented, 
or operating break options to renegotiate 
their rents, work their way though 
pre-action correspondel~ce and into the 
co~~rts .  Landlords are equally resistant 
to losing tenants if they cannot replace 
them, so would be expected to challenge 
any attempted break if they can. 

For the tenant, there is the potential 
to be trapped into an unwanted lease, 
which continues beyond the break 
date merely tluough oversight and 
failure to meet any break conditions, 
however minor. For landlords, there is 
the possibility of taldng advantage of 
that v q  situation, bargained for in the 
original contract; but there is also the 
risk of seemingly innocuous steps (such 
as payment of rent deposit interest) 
creating problems, or even absolute 
silence operating as an estoppel in 
some circumstances. 

The safest course nowadays may 
simply be for the landlord to reply to 
any enquiry from the tenant: 

Please check the position carefully 
and take your own advice if necessary 
w e  are not going to help you and our 
rights are generally reserved. 
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